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Meet the band
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volleyball responded with wins over
Duquesne and Wright State.
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Cintas Center Thursday night.
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Altered pay structure
affects student wages discontinued
for ‘10 class
By Andrew Chestnut
Managing Editor
Students with on-campus jobs
often find their hourly wages are
not equal to those of other student
employees. These discrepancies
have come primarily as the result
of changes to the pay structure
for on-campus students, in addition to other factors like specific
skills required for the job.
Over 800 students are recipients of the work study grant,
which allows them to work at a
number of jobs on campus. The
award is given through the Office
of Financial Aid, which issues the
grant as a part of each student’s
financial aid package.
In 2007, Ohio raised its minimum wage laws such that they
were above wages then paid to
Xavier students in the work study
program. “The new minimum
wage law caused Xavier’s Career
Services department, which is in
charge of on-campus employment, to restructure the way
student wages are paid,” Judy
Brown, student employment opportunities coordinator for Career
Services, said.
The old system included six job
levels, each with four levels of pay
according to the employee’s year
in school. Students would receive
raises each academic year.
In the new system for work
study employees, there are two
levels that determine wage. “Level
one” employees—who constitute
the vast majority of work study
recipients—earn $7.30 per hour,
equal to Ohio’s current minimum
wage. “Level two” employees—
students who have a supervisory
job type—earn $7.80 per hour.
Students no longer receive yearly
wages.
“There are a few exceptions
within this pay structure,” Brown
said. “Students whose jobs require
specific skill sets are sometimes
paid higher wages.
“These wage adjustments
were grandfathered in, meaning
some students who received pay
increases over two years ago that
are above the wage for their given
job level still receive that higher
wage,” Brown said.
These changes also affected
student jobs that are not issued
through work study grants. For
instance, Xavier Phonathon, a student-managed program that raises
money for Xavier’s Annual Fund
and a source of employment for
non-work study students, had
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By Sarah wieten
Campus News Editor

Photo photo by Alyssa Konermann

Phonathon employee wages, along with wages of work study employees,
were affected by the restructured student payroll system.

to change its pay structure at
the behest of the student wage
restructuring.
“The Phonathon currently pays
employees $8 per hour, but can no
longer offer yearly raises to returning employees,” Erin Swietlik, assistant director of Xavier’s Annual
Fund, said. “Phonathon is able
to pay a higher wage because of
the special requirements for job.
Employees are required to have
exceptionally good communication skills and self-confidence.”
The changes to Phonathon
wages were also grandfathered in,
meaning a handful of employees
who received higher wages before
the restructuring took place currently make above $8 per hour,
Swietlik said.
“Our highest paid employees
currently makes $8.25 per hour
because they were grandfathered
in,” Swietlik said. “Sometimes employees can also receive bonuses
based on merit.”
Although Phonathon employees are not work study recipients,
they were still affected by the student wage restructuring because
they are paid through Xavier payroll. However, not all positions
held by students around campus
are paid though Xavier.
These include employees of
Ryan’s Pub and Eatery, Outtakes,
Fresh Fusions and Coffee
Emporium—all of which are paid
directly by their respective employers and thus are not affected
by these changes.
Work study students, on the
other hand, are paid through
Xavier’s payroll out of the budget
for the department for which they
work. The process for allocating
these funds begins when Xavier is
given a certain amount of funds
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from the federal government to
apportion to student workers each
year, said Paul Calme, director of
Xavier’s Office of Financial Aid.
These awards are given out according to the student’s individual
financial situation and are part of
his or her total financial aid package. “Work study awards are given
out after scholarships, grants and
loans are factored in; they are the
final part of a student’s financial
aid package,” Calme said.
Individual departments around
campus request funds that Xavier
receives from the federal government and add this money to their
departmental budgets when it is
approved.

Continued on page 2

Graduating seniors will not be
able to make a donation and receive a senior brick this year, due
to the high price of upkeep and
the lack of fulfilled pledges after
the initial brick donation from recent alumni.
The program began 15 years
ago. In the spring, seniors purchased personalized bricks for
$25 and pledged to donate that
amount to the school each year for
the next three years. The Alumni
Association typically sold between
300-400 bricks per year.
“The idea was to get students in the habit of giving back
to their school, but much of the
time those pledges were not being
fulfilled,” said Assistant Director
for the Annual Fund Erin
Swietlik. Swietlik works primarily
with young alumni and student
philanthropy.
Another difficulty arose as the
bricks aged and began to need replacing. Maintenance was needed
as the bricks weathered and became uneven posing a safety hazard. This maintenance was more
costly and time consuming than
originally anticipated.
“Not only would the bricks
need to be replaced eventually,
but the price of the brick doesn’t
cover the maintenance associated

Kauffmann places first in
invitational by photo finish

Junior Tommy Kauffmann blazed a trail at the Mike Hodges Invitational
at Clackamas Community College in Oregon City, Ore. on Oct. 16,
leading the field the entire race and placing first—by one second in a
photo finish—over a field that included defending national champion
University of Oregon. Read more on SPORTS, pg 8
Photo photo by Danielle Meiners
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This year’s graduating class will not
be able to purchase senior bricks.

with each brick,” said Swietlik.
“When I heard about the decision to not continue [the program] I wanted to figure out why,”
said junior Student Government
Association
Senator
Daniel
Francis.
Francis, along with other students, looked into continuing
some form of the brick program
tradition. “Initially I was upset
because I wanted to leave my
physical mark on campus as well
as many other students [do], but
as I met with Erin [Swietlik], I began to realize that the reason for
the brick was both expensive and
somewhat selfish with the emphasis on personal appeal rather than
on philanthropy,” said Francis.
An alternative to the brick
gift program is the 1831 Society.
Normally, membership into the
1831 Society requires a $1,000
donation. However, young alumni
who have graduated in the past 10
years can become part of the 1831
Society by donating $100 multiplied by the number of years since
undergraduate graduation.
Benefits of the 1831 Society include invitations to events such as
Founder’s Day, a Xavier Christmas
ornament, a hotline for members
to call with questions, concerns or
requests, as well as possible basketball tickets and jelly beans.
Xavier has approximately 7,000
young alumni around the world
and currently about 40 are members of the 1831 Society. Overall,
about 12 percent of young alumni
give back to the annual fund and
the average donation from the
classes of 2000-2009 is $90.37.
Some form of commemoration
is being considered for the club,
perhaps in the form of a plaque
in Ryan’s Pub and Eatery with the
members’ names. Swietlik is open
to suggestions.
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SGA execs look to fulfill platform,
plan for creation of executive cabinet
Executive
cabinet to
serve as SGA
advisors

By meghan berneking
News Editor
The Student Government
Association’s executives—senior
Kiki Richardson, president; senior
Tim Conroy, legislative vice president; and senior Jessica Kelly, administrative vice president—have
fulfilled some of their campaign
platform goals promises, although
many of these promises have not
been addressed or remain in the
preliminary planning stages.
For instance, platform initiatives such as providing laptops
available for check-out in dorms
or pushing for improvements to
dorm study lounges have not yet
been addressed with Residence
Life, though the aim is to have
some of these changes underway
before Christmas, Richardson
said.
Though the executives have
begun preliminary talks with the
Office of the Registrar regarding
the possibility of providing information on the requirements for
majors and minors in a centralized
location, another platform item,
the idea has yet to see fruition.
The SGA executives also face
budget restraints as a result of last
year’s university-wide budget cuts.
The platform, finalized last
spring during the executives’
campaign, included items such
as expanding the USA Today
Readership Program and advocating for improvements to
O’Connor Sports Center.
These proposals have been put
on hold until funding allows for

By Kathryn rosenbaum
Editor-in-Cheif

photo courtesy of Tim Conroy and Jessica Kelly

SGA’s Legislative Vice President Tim Conroy, President Kiki Richardson and Adimistrative Vice President Jessica Kelly
have focused many of their executive efforts towards improving SGA’s communication with students.

them.
Other projects have been taken
on by individual senators or other
clubs. For example, junior Senator
Neil Heckman took on the revamping of the shuttle system and
junior Senator Daniel Francis has
been working on the effort to improve safety at the Dana Avenue
crossing. Both efforts are mentioned on the executive platform.
Xavier Alliance has worked directly with Dr. Luther Smith, dean
of students, to include protection
for gender identity and expression
in the student handbook’s nondiscrimination policy—another
platform project.
During the executive campaign
last year, Richardson, Conroy and

-Paid Advertisement-

Soil Not Oil:

Food Security in Times
o f C l i m at e C h a ng e
Ecology and Sustainability: Food and Agriculture

vandana shiva
Vandana Shiva is a physicist, author and
environmental activist from India. She has worked
for changes in agricultural and food production
systems, calling for greater protection of indigenous
rights to biodiversity, particularly for seeds of
food crops. She also has played an important role
in the ecofeminist movement, calling for greater
participation of women in agriculture as a means
to achieve sustainability. Among her books are
Biopiracy: the Plunder of Nature and Knowledge,
Stolen Harvest: The Hijacking of the Global Food
Supply and Manifestos on the Future of Food
and Seed.

WEDNESDAY, OCT. 28, 7:00 p.m.
SCHIFF FAMILY CONFERENCE CENTER
CINTAS CENTER
ETHICS/RELIGION AND SOCIETY LECTURE SERIES
THE EDWARD B. BRUEGGEMAN CENTER FOR DIALOGUE
AND XAVIER UNIVERSITY’S WOMEN’S CENTER

For more information, contact
Darleen Frickman at 513-745-3026.
www.xavier.edu/ers/lecture

Kelly focused on getting more
student input in SGA projects.
Initiatives geared toward this goal
have received the most attention
and concrete action by the executives so far this year.
Most notably, an “executive
cabinet” is being established (the
application for which is due out
within the next couple of weeks)
in order to increase and diversify
representation in SGA. Cabinet
members will represent, among
other groups, each undergraduate class, each college, etc. (see
sidebar).
“This will be a way students
can voice their opinions if they
can’t make it to weekly [SGA]
meetings,” Conroy said.
“It’s a matter of diving in
and seeing what works and what
doesn’t,” Richardson said, “But
we want to get it started and get
more student input to find out.”
The executives have also made
changes to the SGA website to
make it more open to communication with current students, as
opposed to its past focus on prospective students.
In addition to information
about SGA for prospective students, the new site will include
sections for club information and
forms, Senate project updates, a
Student Activities Council calendar and links to provide feedback
to SGA. The changes have been

approved by the executives and
await programming by the Office
of Web Services.
However, other major parts of
the platform regarding increased
communication with students
have not yet come to pass. There
are no set locations or dates to
hold Senate or SAC meetings in
more public sites.
Though there are student forums set for Nov. 2 and 10 specifically related to campus construction, other open forums will
be something that is encouraged
for the new freshman senators
and will likely be implemented after the executive cabinet is established, Richardson said.
Richardson also acknowledged
off-campus issues as a topic recently garnering attention oncampus and in turn SGA.
Last week, SGA hosted an offcampus housing event and now
is looking in to a possible “rate
my landlord” project in which
students can anonymously advise each other about off-campus
housing situations.
Overall, Richardson, Kelly and
Conroy remain optimistic about
SGA’s progress so far but recognize the work ahead.
“Our platform is long, so it’s
important for us to work with
club leaders and SGA members
[to complete the items on the platform],” Richardson said.

Fulfilling a main component of senior Kiki Richardson,
president; senior Tim Conroy,
legislative vice president; and
senior Jessica Kelly, administrative vice president’s, platform, the Student Government
Association executives are establishing an executive cabinet, designed to reach out to a
greater number and variety of
students.
This cabinet, comprising
various university demographics, including representatives
from each college, on-campus,
off-campus and traditional
commuter students, etc., will
serve as an advisory board, primarily to the executives and secondarily to Senate and Student
Activities Council, Conroy said.
“The board has two specific
purposes. One is to increase student participation in SGA—a
key feature of both tickets’ platforms last spring was to include
more students in the SGA,”
Conroy said. “The second purpose is to provide another way
to reach out to students who do
not normally have a chance to
voice their opinions and concerns,” he said.
Members of the board will
be required to hold two discussion forums a month, discuss
these forums with the executives and then report back to
their constituents.
“The cabinet will also, therefore, be able to hold SGA accountable to the promises that
we make to the students,” he
said. The executives have money in their budget for outreach
expenses in order to provide
students with incentives for attending these forums.
Cabinet applications are
available now and due Nov. 6.

Altered pay structure affects students
Continued from page 1

At the same time, the Office of
Financial Aid awards work study
grants according to how much
money is received from the government, Calme said.
“Typically, Financial Aid awards
more work study grants than we
receive money for, because not
every student chooses to or is able
to work,” Calme said.
“At the end of the year, Xavier
would have to return all of the
federal work study funds not paid
to students back to the government,” he said.
“But Xavier always distributes

all of this money and never has to
pay it back,” he said.
Overall, 75 percent of work
study salaries are paid for through
government funding, leaving the
other 25 percent to come from
departmental budgets, which is
required by law.
“Not every student who receives a work study award is guaranteed an on-campus job,” Brown
said.
“However, most students who
want to work are able to find a job
on-campus,” she said.
Many of the work study recipients who cannot find a job are
freshmen, Brown said.

“We do see an increased number of students who are seeking
on-campus employment this year
due to the increased size of the
freshman class,” Brown said.
“Part of the problem is many
of the available work-study jobs
are actually service-related jobs
located off-campus, and freshman
students don’t always have transportation to these sites.”
“However, the number of requests for on-campus jobs has
decreased significantly since the
beginning of the year, indicating that more of the people who
are looking for work have found
work,” Brown said.
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Betta’s owner to open
coffee shop/wine bar
By monica laco
Assistant Campus News Editor

A new coffee shop and wine bar
will be opening next month just
minutes away from Xavier. Café
Cornetti, located next to Betta’s
Italian Oven on Montgomery
Road in Norwood, will offer a
wide selection of wine and coffee, as well as Italian pastries and
gelato.
Will DeLuca, owner of Betta’s,

is opening the new café and
hopes the market will support his
venture.
Opening a coffee shop and
wine bar has always been one of
DeLuca’s passions, he said.
Café Cornetti will be open
Monday through Friday from 6
a.m.-12 a.m., Saturday from 5 p.m. 12 a.m. and Sunday from 12-9 p.m.
Prices will be comparable to those
of Betta’s and free Wi-Fi will also
be available.

With the opening of Café
Cornetti, DeLuca plans to revamp
Betta’s menu and extend the restaurant’s hours to match those of
the café’s.
Betta’s has been a staple among
Xavier students since it opened its
doors in 2003.
The owners received a liquor
license last year.
The café is named after a cornetti, an Italian pastry, a sweeter
version of a French croissant.
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Celebrating the journey
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Photo Courtesy of John Maier

Dr. Christine Dacey, Kathleen Schnelle Maier and Cleaster
Whitehurst-Mims (pictured left to right) along with Melissa Lueke
(not pictured) were honored at the Celebrating the Journey: 40 Years
of Women at Xavier awards dinner and program Monday night.
All four women are either graduates or former faculty members of
Xavier or Edgecliff College. The pictured women had the opportunity to discuss their experiences at Xavier at a panel Monday afternoon
in the Conaton Board Room.

Photo Courtesy of Greg Rust

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Café Cornetti will soon join Betta’s Italian Oven, located right around the corner from Xavier on the corner of Cleneay
Avenue and Montgomery Road.

-Paid Advertisement-
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Dr. Jennifer Wies, director of the Women’s Center, introduced
the aforementioned honorees at the Celebrating the Journey Awards
Dinner on Monday evening. Dr. Roger Fortin, academic vice president and provost served as the Master of Ceremonies and Xavier
Women’s Chorus provided the entertainment for the program.
President Fr. Michael Graham, S.J., gave closing remarks acknowledging that women have played an integral role in making Xavier
what it is today.

Briefs
Simons recieves
kidney transplant

Dr. Kathleen Simons, associate provost for Student Life and
Leadership, successfully received a
long-awaited kidney transplant at
Christ Hospital on Friday, Oct. 2.
She will be recuperating at home
for approximately six weeks.
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Financial aid info
session for current
students

The bursar and financial aid
offices are presenting a joint information session open to all
students.
The hour-long session will provide information about various financial aid programs, the process
to apply for financial aid, payment
options and more.
Students can take advantage of
this opportunity to ask questions
and obtain advice on funding a
Xavier education.
There will be three identical
sessions offered. The first will be
12:30-1:30 p.m. Monday, Oct. 26
in the Admission Presentation
Room in Schott Hall. The second
will be 2:30-3:30 p.m. Thursday,
Oct. 29, also in the Admission
Presentation Room. The last ses-

sion will be 6-7 p.m. Monday, Nov.
2 in Alter Hall, Room 110.

H1N1 flu vaccine

Xavier University is planning
a H1N1 flu vaccine clinic for all
Xavier students and faculty 10
a.m.- 8 p.m. on Thursday, Nov. 19.
People ages 24 and under are
eligible for the clinic.
“The McGrath Health and
Wellness Center applied for several thousand doses of the vaccine.
The CDC assures that there will be
enough vaccine for everyone who
wants it,” Deb Del Valle, Xavier’s
director for public relations, said.
Xavier does not have control
over when delivery will be, so the
clinic may be rescheduled if the
vaccine doesn’t arrive in time.

-Paid AdvertisementOxford Apartments
1005-07 Dana Ave.
*Free Heat & Water
*Walk to Campus
*Cable/Dish Hook-Up
*HS Internet Hook-Up
*Parking
*Air Conditioning
$410/Month and up
Manager: 513-961-3786
Office: 513-474-5193
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Campus News
McGrath position nearly filled All Card Discounts
October 21, 2009

By Mike glynn
Staff Writer

The search for a new Director
at the McGrath Health and
Wellness Center has narrowed to
three candidates.
Since the departure of Dr.
Birckhead in July, Dr. James
Konerman has been the interim
director. He worked with the
Emergency Response Team to
combat H1N1.
“I’ve had a very positive experience because I’ve worked with
many of the staff for a long time.
We’re lucky in that many of the
staff have been here 8-10 years or
more,” said Konerman, who has
been involved with student health
for multiple years.
Konerman will remain on
the staff at the medical center as
Medical Director.
Interested candidates for
Director of McGrath are Dr.
Michael Meier, Dr. Robert Rando
and Dr. Fredrick Browne.
Meier, who is currently the
Director of Counseling, said he
will be able to provide positive
change from his past experience
with the Xavier Community.
“Change can be a crisis or an
opportunity. The critical difference is where you are prepared,”
said Dr. Meier, who has worked
for 10 years in college health care.
In addition to his service at
Xavier, Dr. Meier has worked with

Xavier Newswire

Northern Kentucky University
and in multiple detention centers.
This experience has provided
him with the ability to understand
people’s behaviors. He has written
and published numerous articles
regarding psychology and treatment plans.
In addition, he has experience
with managing staff, diversity issues, budgets, and being able “to
be decisive when it matters the
most.”
His degrees include a Masters
and Doctorate in Social Work and
Psychology.
Rando is in his 11th year as
the Director of Counseling and
Wellness Services and Associate
Professor
of
Professional
Psychology at Wright State
University.
He has a Doctorate in
Philosophy,
Counseling
Psychology, and his professional
practice has included many forms
of therapy.
Rando describes his experience in incorporating all members
of staff into one unified body
and his ability to adapt to new
technologies.
He is known for his implementation of a data and record collection system.
“I have experience with multiple forms of technology and am
a proponent of the integration of
technology to facilitate data collection, record keeping, supervision,

service provision and psycho-education,” Rando said.
In addition to his dedication
in the work place, Rando also has
been a member of the Association
for University and College
Counseling Center Directors and
Center for Study of Collegiate
Mental Health.
Browne has obtained his doctorate in Counseling Psychology
from Indiana University and majored in Counseling and Counselor
Education.
Browne has spent the majority
of his career at Miami University
as a clinician and administrator
for the Career Exploration and
Testing Center.
Brown said his greatest service was in the role of counselor
at the Miami University Student
Counseling Service.
He provided individual relief in
a variety of events including crisis
prevention and mental health.
His work has allowed him to
adapt to new technologies. His
work has allowed him to reach
students and faculty members on
an equal and personal level.
“I am dedicated to college
health and believe deeply in the
importance of educating students
such that they can make better
health-related decisions…” said
Browne.
Sarah Wieten, Campus News Editor
Phone: (513) 745-3607
Newswire-News@xavier.edu

XU raises money for homeless youth

By rebecca bayens
Staff Writer

Whether as a pass for the cafeteria or identification at sporting
events, the All Card serves a host
of purposes.
Students often forget that the
All Card can be used for off-campus discounts too. The All Card
discount program now includes
76 area business. Program participants now include everything
from restaurants, museums and
movie theaters to hotels, florists
and fitness centers.
Bill Moran, Associate Director
of Auxiliary Services, said this
program “has nothing to do with
X Cash, dining dollars, etc.” In
other words, when students go to
a participating business, they don’t
pay using their All Card; instead,
they just simply show it at the time
of purchase.
  Although the All Card has
been around since the early 1990s,

Moran said, the off-campus discount program didn’t begin until
a few years ago.
For a list of the participating
businesses, their addresses, contact information, and a description of their discounts, check out
the All Card discount page on the
MyXU Portal. Go to the “Student
Services” tab and then click
on “Save—All Card Discount
Program” under the Student Links
section.
“We were proactive in creating
that list [of businesses],” Moran
said. Once Auxiliary Services got
a few businesses involved, the rest
followed suit by volunteering to
be program participants, he said.
According to the All Card link,
the discounts are valid through
July 31, 2010, but Auxiliary
Services urges students to contact
a business beforehand to “confirm the accuracy of these offerings before visiting the locations,”
Moran said.           

Deals you are missing:
AMC Theatre
Thursday is student day; tickets $6.75
Cincinnati Symphony Orchestra
$10 tickets week of show
Climb Time
Thurs. and Fri. $6 admission with ID after 6:00pm
Hemptations
10 percent off on all items, except tobacco
Mad Frog
Thursday nights admission free with ID
Papa John’s Pizza
Large one topping pizza for $7.99
J. Crew
15 percent off with any student ID

Police
Notes
Oct. 13, 12:55 p.m. – A student reported receiving inappropriate text messages from his or
her roommate. Residence Life
will follow up.

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Shantytown 2009 began on Sunday, Oct. 18 and continues through this week. Various student groups built shanties
with minimal materials and sleep inside them for five nights in solidarity with the homeless. This event is in its 20th
year and is focusing this year on homeless youth age 18-24.The week long event is to raise money for the Drop Inn
Center, Cincinnati’s largest homeless shelter.

Classifieds

Apartment for Rent
3757 Spencer Avenue #1
2010-2011 Student Housing
AVAILABLE August 2010 (513)
503-2065
$475 for 1 student or $550 ($275
ea) for 2 students
Best location in Norwood
Walk to school, On Xavier Shuttle
Route
1st floor of two unit home
Air Conditioned
Washer + Dryer and storage in
basement
Replacement windows and new
furnace keep heating costs low
norwoodrentals@gmail.com

3 BEDROOM APARTMENT
3757 Spencer Avenue #2
2010-2011 Student Housing
AVAILABLE JUNE 2010 (513)
503-2065
$390 per student
Best location in Norwood
Walk to school, On Xavier Shuttle
Route
2nd and 3rd floors of Two Unit Home
Air Conditioned
Washer + Dryer and storage in
basement
Replacement windows and new
furnace keep heating costs low
norwoodrentals@gmail.com

Adoption- Loving home, sweet dog,
all NYC has to offer awaits baby to
adopt. Expenses paid. Call Ellen
toll free 888-868-8778, or
email at www.eeadoption.com
Available...
Xavier University Graduate Credit
certificates in Education
call Jim @ 227-6411

For classified orders and information, please call Nathan Sergio at
513-745-3561 or email him at
Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Oct. 14, 1:00 p.m. – A student reported the theft of his or
her All Card left unattended at
the Subway counter in Gallagher
Student Center.
Oct. 14, 8:09 p.m. – Campus
Police and Physical Plant responded to a report of the smell
of gas in Cohen. The area was
checked and cleared.
Oct. 15, 1:29 a.m. – Campus
Police assisted Norwood Police
in breaking up a loud house party on the 3700 block of Hazel
Avenue. Two students were arrested for underage consumption and obstruction of official
business.
Oct. 16, 6:09 p.m. – A student reported that he or she had
left his or her All Card in the
ATM machine outside Kuhlman
Hall. Upon returning five min-

utes later, the student discovered
$500 had been withdrawn from
his or her account. U.S. Bank security was notified.
Oct. 16, 11:40 p.m. – Campus
Police and Cincinnati Fire and
Rescue responded to a fire alarm
in Cintas Center. Investigation
revealed the cause to be a small
fire in the rooftop ventilation system. Physical Plant was notified.
Oct. 18, 9:40 a.m. – A
Physical Plant employee reported that unknown subjects had
removed a light fixture from the
exterior of Husman Hall and
consequently broke the fixture
in the street.
Oct. 19, 4:10 p.m. – Campus
Police escorted a contract employee from Cintas Center
whose employment had just
been terminated.

Note of the

Week
Oct. 19, 10:33 p.m. –
Campus Police assisted a
Residence Life search on
the first floor of Buenger
Hall for the smell of marijuana. They were unable to
locate a source.
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Professor profile: Dr. Thomas Wagner
By Des Dale

Everyone is proud to be here, and
they believe there is value in the
degree and so do I. At other places students just want a degree. At
other places I’ve heard students
say things like, “D equals degree,”
and I would say “Oh my God!”
Students at Xavier inspire me; they
find new ways to connect ideas.
Students are the highlight and they
are very supportive here. I used
to tell this joke about altruism. It
went like this: Approximately 12
percent of the population identify
as being highly altruistic. It seems
to me Xavier students are disproportionately afflicted with this
construct.

Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

The Newswire recently sat down
with communication arts assistant
professor Dr. Thomas Wagner
to discuss his unusual and catchy
teaching methods.
Xavier Newswire: Hello Dr.
Wagner, how are you doing today?
Dr. Thomas Wagner: Life’s
good. I don’t trip. I’m still fly.
(Laughs)
XN: Can you give the readers a little information about your background?
Where are you from and what is your
area of study?
TW: I grew up in Cape May,
N.J., a little resort town. Summers
were beautiful and crowded and
most stoplights blinked yellow
all winter. I miss the ocean, but
Cincinnati is the best place I have
ever lived.
My area of study is interpersonal communication and persuasion. I study the communication
of attitudes in relationships. I
also have studied how people use
Facebook to reduce uncertainty
about new acquaintances. In short,
how and why people “Facebook”
each other.
I have also done research in psychological reactance. You know,
when someone is restricted, and
they try to regain freedom in other
ways. Like if you said to someone,
“No smoking!” he could rebel by
wearing dirty shoes to your establishment or something like that
Being too direct can piss people

Photo courtesy of Dr. Thomas Wagner

Dr. Thomas Wagner, assistant professor of communication arts.

off. It’s not what you say but how
you say it.

Heartland. Do you know what I’m
talking about?

XN: How did you get your start at
Xavier?
TW: I was at the National
Communication
Association’s
Annual Convention in 2003 and
a friend introduced me to Jennifer
Wood who was the assistant professor of public relations at Xavier.
She encouraged me to apply to
teach research methods. I did.

XN: No, I’m not sure.
TW: It’s this conference where
Jesuit universities come together. There is one at Loyola [of
Chicago], and one in Cleveland. I
learned a lot about the big picture
there.

XN: Are you familiar with Jesuit
universities?
TW: I’ve been to the Delta

XN: How long have you been teaching at Xavier?
TW: This is my sixth fall.
XN: And how is it going so far?
TW: I’m so excited to be here.

- Paid Advertisement -

XN: Dr. Wagner, I’ve noticed you
have quite the teaching method. Do you
know what I’m referring to?
TW: (Singing…) I just want to
be, I just want to be, successful.
XN: You have a knack for connecting almost every topic in your lecture to
something in pop culture. What is your
reasoning?
TW: Students spend hours absorbing pop culture, so if there is
a way to tie that into the material it
can serve as a heuristic cue.
XN: Heuristic cue...?
TW: For example, in the persuasion class students bring in
their favorite song, something
they are already familiar with, and
can elaborate on its positive effect.
When people can associate a topic
with something favorable, it can
work as a mnemonic device.

Another example is that they
can witness all sorts of behaviors
in references, and students will
jump in quickly because it’s familiar to them. Sometimes when
students drift, it’s good to be able
to throw something to bring them
back. Learning should be fun. The
more something is fun, the more
it is memorable, often times.

XN: Have you ever had to tone down
the comedic atmosphere in the classroom
because of an out of control student or
something else?
TW: It rarely happens at Xavier,
but yes. Sometimes I have to become boring, or sometimes I’m
scared they will get the joke but
not the connection. Which is why
I never give obscure references. It
can be hit or miss. If they don’t
grab it, it can be a total waste of
time. I won’t tie in stuff randomly; it has to directly relate. Some
things just don’t work because of
time. Have you seen High School
Musical?
XN: No, I hate it.
TW: See, exactly, I don’t like it
either, but years from now I might
have to tie it in because that will be
the generation for it. It can work
both ways. I love Seinfeld, but
nowadays when I make references
kids don’t get it like they used to.
They can see the humor in it. But,
when I ask if they’ve seen it they
go, “Oh, this is Seinfeld, my parents watch that.” This is my 12th
fall…and I have to keep the examples fresh.
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EDITORIAL | SGA PLANS

Executive cabinet unnecessary

As you read on page 2, the SGA executives are putting together an
executive cabinet—a board of students whose purpose is to reach out
to other students to understand their opinions and critiques of Student
Government. Student response to SGA in the past has been painfully
underwhelming, so the attempt to reverse this trend is encouraging.
The Newswire would like to ask, however, why the execs think this is
going to work.
Clearly, they already don’t have time to schedule more meetings. But
will forming a cabinet—another group that will be separated from the
students by virtue of their association with SGA—really connect students to our executives? It just creates more red tape, another barrier to
an accessible SGA. We don’t need a mediator to carry our woes to SGA
and wait to hear back.
Additionally, an executive cabinet is yet another forum based on
SGA’s terms. SGA constantly tries to bring students to it through forums and other inconvenient events. They have attempted to connect
with students on students’ turf, but they should further extend these
efforts. SGA needs to involve themselves in student clubs or organizations. They must show students that SGA is not only willing to reach
out, but to go out and actively connect with students and their needs.
Finally, if students have problems, it would be more beneficial for
them to go to the Open Forum during the weekly SGA meeting. That
way, every single SGA member is present to hear complaints and opinions—not just the execs, but also student senators. Their complaints will
be on record and can be addressed immediately. Because this method
of open communication already exists, we are at a loss as to why there
needs to be another one.

EDITORIAL | ALUMNI BRICKS

Give us back our bricks

For 15 years, graduating students have had the opportunity to donate money to Xavier and receive an engraved brick on the residential
mall. However, as Sarah Wieten’s story “Bricks to be discontinued for
‘10 class” (page 1) explains, this year there will be no more bricks, and
students will be encouraged to donate to join the 1831 Society.
The bricks and their installation and maintenance costs more than
the original $25 donation, and a small proportion of students actually
fulfilled the remainder of their promised donation to give $25 the following three years. From a financial standpoint, it is logical that the
brick donation system needed to be reworked to increase donations.
The Alumni Fund is attempting to encourage young alums to donate
through the benefits membership in the 1831 Society provides.
However, the Newswire questions whether this will effectively encourage yearly donations. Donations are gifts, but they may have benefits. If
those benefits are effective, they should encourage donations.
Currently 40 out of 7,000 young alumni are members. This is only
1 percent of alumni, which suggests: 1. The cost is prohibitive, 2. The
benefits don’t appeal to these demographic, and 3. The program is not
promoted well.
Thus, before abandoning the bricks altogether, the Alumni Fund
should have tried alternatives to provide students with a physical reminder of their gift donation and graduation. The upfront cost of
bricks could be increased to pay for the bricks, adequately covering the
cost of the bricks.
Also, as Xavier is currently looking for donations to pay for the
Conaton Learning Commons and new Williams College of Business,
donations from young alums could be pooled together specifically to
support one aspect of expansion. Donators’ names could appear on a
plaque or sign as a physical reminder of the donation.
People may not recognize specific names, but students want to make
donations that also serve as a tangible reminders of their connection to
the Xavier community.
On the Web: www.xavier.edu/newswire
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LETTERS
Landlords respond

Like tenants, many Xavier
landlords have their own horror
stories: 3 a.m. phone calls from
irate neighbors, garbage disposals
ruined by shot glasses, windows
broken by angry boyfriends and
fires set by unattended candles.
We have rented to thousands of
Xavier students over 20 years, and
from our perspective, off-campus
housing requires good communication and respect from both
sides to be successful.
Establish a business-like tone
from the start. An apartment showing is a lot like a job interview for
both sides. Good landlords invest
a lot of money in their properties
and are looking for tenants who
will take care of their investments,
while you’re looking for a landlord
who’s responsive. Come prepared
with a list of questions, and pay attention to your first impressions of
the house. A place with dirty carpet and crumbling walls probably
won’t improve once you move in.
Ask landlords whether they communicate by phone or e-mail and
what the procedures and response
times are for maintenance issues.
Does the landlord do repairs? Who
cuts the grass? Is there a policy on
parties? If the landlord seems evasive or vague, or doesn’t promptly
return phone calls, consider looking elsewhere. And remember that
landlords who don’t care about
large parties probably won’t care
when your furnace is broken.
Good communication needs to
continue throughout the year. Let
your landlord know of any problems you find. As residents, you
have a responsibility to keep the
house in good condition. Open
containers of food and empty
beer bottles invite insects, and a
front yard littered with red and
blue cups looks terrible. Don’t do
anything that you wouldn’t do in
your parents’ house; this includes
parking on the lawn and disconnecting the smoke detectors.
When you move off-campus
you join a community, so treat
your neighbors as you’d want to
be treated. Introduce yourselves

to them and remember they probably have to get up early for work,
so they appreciate quiet in the
middle of the night. Living offcampus can be a great experience
that prepares you for future business relationships. You should
expect a landlord to provide safe,
comfortable housing and you
should be willing to act responsibly and maturely in return.
Erik (‘89) and Julie Zimmerman
www.xuhousing.com

More response

Per the recent article on offcampus housing, I am amazed at
how poorly some landlords treat
their tenants and properties. While
the recession has put a squeeze on
maintenance, many landlords have
a strict policy of inaction as long as
rent checks arrive on time. I manage three properties so I do not
speak for everyone, but I am glad
to see that extreme situations are
getting the attention they deserve.
Regarding the lack of resources
to support off-campus students,
there should be an online service for
students to share honest feedback
about landlords and properties serving students.
While I did not attend Dr.
Fiorelli’s meeting on Oct. 14, I
imagine these types of events are
helpful to both student-tenants and
their landlords. Could the minutes
and materials from these meetings
be posted online? This would help
me stay current on what my customers expect while offering sound
advice to students about what to
expect of their landlords. The
goal is for students to recognize
early warning signs before signing
a lease, thereby avoiding bad situations for everyone involved.
Brian Kaeppner
XU MBA & Sole Proprietor,
Keppy, LLC

Be sustainable

I sincerely hope Xavier will not
only make promoting sustainability
an eternal part of its mission, but it
will also extend sustainability to as
many areas as possible.
It is with this goal in mind that
the Environmental Subcommittee
of the Justice Across the Campus
Committee takes the opportunity

to suggest ways our university community can extend the practice of
sustainability without any cost or
burden to anyone. In fact, the suggested steps can help the university
save money while contributing to a
more sustainable living.
We suggest the university:
1. Turn off soccer stadium lights
when no one is in the stadium.
2. Remove purely decorative light
bulbs from O’Connor Sports
Center and other locations.
3. Install motion sensors in every classroom and lab.
4. Reduce the amount of airconditioning during warm weather.
5. Reduce the number of times
the lawns are sprayed with herbicides/pesticides/fertilizers, which
are harmful to human health and
the environment.
6. Reduce the number of times
the lawns are mowed.
7. Replace unnecessary trashcans with recycling bins.
8. Ask Subway to place food in
paper bags instead of plastic bags.
9. Encourage the food providers to compost all leftover food.
10. Minimize paper use by sending
messages by e-mail as much as possible, make double-sided paper the
policy of the university, use smaller
margins and fonts, limit students to
a quota of paper per semester from
Xavier printers, and purchase only
recycled paper products.
These steps can reduce the cost
of running the University, and at
the same time, help us meet our
needs without compromising the
ability of future generations, and
other species, to meet their needs.
Neema Nourian
Biology Department
The Environmental Subcommittee

Not so safe

Last Tuesday evening, first-year
students residing in Kuhlman Hall
were placed in a high risk situation
by Xavier University officials.
Students were convened on the
ground floor recreational room
for a fire safety presentation mandated by the State of Ohio.
The problem? Of the two hun-

letters continue
on page 7. . .
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In defense of economics majors
By Andrew Chestnut
Managing Editor

For the last three years, I have
had to defend my decision to major in economics on countless
occasions. While this is to be expected at Xavier—a place where,
unfortunately, people tend to look
down upon people in different areas of study—lately I find that I
am frequently being forced to defend the field of economics itself.
A look at the state of the country explains why this is the case.
Possibly for the first time since I
have been alive, the economy is
the number one topic in the national media (and the news is almost always bad).
No wonder, as the current recession has lost around 7.5 million
jobs and dramatically affected the
course of last year’s presidential

election.
As a result of this negative climate, some people have turned
against economists and the business world in general with an attitude of “How could you fail to stop
this from happening?” and “What
good is economics, anyway?”
It is natural to want to pass
blame when bad things happen
and even more tempting to criticize economists on a number of
grounds. For instance, economists’ belief that financial markets
behave rationally has been used as
evidence for their failing to predict the credit market collapse that
began the recession.
But these criticisms are misguided. It is easy to denounce the
simplicity of economic models and
assumptions while having a basic
understanding of their complex-

ity, but there is a great deal more
to it than supply and demand.
Unfortunately, many lawmakers
and media pundits have an oversimplified or politically-skewed understanding of the field; in reality,
this misinterpretation is what leads
to poor decision-making and economic planning.
People must know that economics has done a significant
amount of work in explaining
what causes recessions and how
to recover from them. The actions
of Federal Reserve Chairman Ben
Bernanke (an expert on the Great
Depression) were instrumental
in stabilizing free-falling financial
markets and preventing what easily could have become another
depression.
Rather than question the realworld validity of economics, we

would do better to look closely at
its principles to obtain a better perspective of today’s problems.
The real world, however, is not
the only place where economics is
treated disapprovingly. In the academic world, it seems that everyone has some problem with it.
People from other business
majors blame it for being overlyconceptual and impractical. They
note that it does not endow its
students with any immediately-applicable skills and relies on models
that don’t describe reality.
On the other hand, philosophers, theologians and others blame economics for being
overly-specific (focusing too narrowly on money) and presenting
an inhumane, falsely self-interested way of viewing the world.
Additionally, scientists are loath
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to call economics a “science” because its theories are not conducive to experimentation.
The fact of the matter is that
economics is none of these things;
instead it is a method of understanding and analyzing how people,
companies and countries make decisions and how societies allocate
resources. It constitutes a useful
middle ground between conceptualization, practicality and science.
Although it is academic in nature, its theories are applied every
day in the real world, where they
can be observed, analyzed, tested
and treated as a science.
What happens in the economy
affects all of us one way or another, so knowing economics is a key
part of understanding how the
world works. Isn’t that what we’re
here for in the first place?

—MALL
TALK—
with Desmond Dale
How are YOU being green for Sustainability Day?

Sam Pettinichi

Melanie McLaughlin
(right)

Class of ‘11

“I’m changing
my eating habits,
trying to cut out
animal products,
eating more organic food.”

Amy Bennett

Class of ‘12

“By taking shorter
showers and turning off lights when
I leave.”

Michelle Rosmarin

Class of ‘10

Class of ‘12

“I use a reusable
water bottle and
make sure not to
litter.”

Ashley Wilson

Class of ‘12

“I recycle paper. . .
sometimes.”

“I just took a
bunch of cans out
to be recycled.”

Brian Shilling

Class of ‘12

“I recycle
newspapers.”

photos by Desmond Dale

dred students, RAs, police officers
and other Xavier officials, half of
those present exceeded the safety
capacity authorized by law.
The room was crowded, the
emergency exits blocked and students overflowed into the corridor. The imminent likelihood of
death or serious injury could have
resulted if an emergency unfolded. The consequence of Xavier
police’s stupidity could have produced fatalities in the dozens.
A Xavier police sergeant, two
officers and Kuhlman director,
Kara Jones, refused to acknowledge the danger after it was
brought to their attention (as if
they needed to be told).
Does this not epitomize their
inability to carry out the duties
that they are expected to perform?
Where was our safety?
I conclude with this thought:
during the presentation, the police
sergeant said it takes 3 minutes to
fully engulf a room with flames.
The time it took for all individuals to exit the room after the presentation was 5 minutes and 21
seconds.
My life is more valuable than
the stupidity in which it was placed
by Xavier officials.
Kyle McDermott | ‘13

Student wages remain unfair
By Katherine Monasterio university. The best tour guides
were the ones who remembered
Op-Ed Editor
your name, made your family
Until last May, I spent ev- laugh and made their whole wide
ery week of my Xavier career world of college seem like a place
working at least 10 hours a week you, too, could call your home.
(usually more) for the Office of Every day, we strove to do every
Admissions.
one of these things and more.
It was a great job. In addition
That is to say, giving tours was
to making friends among the stu- a tough job. In addition to the
dents working there, it offered tours, we filed endless amounts
an experience and responsibility of paperwork both electronically
no other department on campus and by hand. We stuffed folders
could: it was up to my cowork- for hours on end. We attended
ers and me to represent the en- Admissions events on weekends.
tire university to prospective
Furthermore, we had to represtudents.
sent Xavier outside of work. Our
We’d give a few tours a week, rooms on campus, which had to
with anywhere from two people be ready to show for tours at all
to 15 families per tour. Giving times, were not allowed to have
tours goes beyond ticking off any disagreeable paraphernalia,
facts and figures, however. It re- lest parents fear for their child’s
quires considerable people skills morality. No Maxim posters, no
and an outgoing nature. We had alcohol paraphernalia and even
to be friendly yet mature, funny large messes were frowned upon.
but tasteful, and even more imNeedless to say, that job enportantly, sincere.
tered a lot of aspects of our
You probably still remember everyday lives, as well as deyour best and worst tour experi- manded considerable skill and
ences in the college hunt—and of enthusiasm.
course, it reflects directly on the
This is why it depressed us

all to be making mere minimum
wage. Elsewhere on campus—
computer labs, Phonathon—the
situation was much brighter.
But we, who sacrificed so
much time and energy outside
of our school work to represent
Xavier and made sure the school
could keep bringing in students,
felt it was unfair.
It was especially a blow considering that the Office of
Admissions offers only workstudy jobs at Xavier, meaning
those students with the most financial need are hired first. We,
with our financial need and great
responsibility of representing the
school, were (and still are) getting
minimum wage.
This is obviously not to say
that other jobs on campus are
not as, if not more, demanding
than working in the Office of
Admissions. I could never, for
example, work the 9:30 a.m. rush
at the Coffee Emporium without losing my head and probably
more. Nor would I like to distribute parking tickets for Campus
Police, lest I be spotted and ac-

costed by the returning owner.
This is also not to say that
those who do make more than
$7.30 an hour should get a single
penny of that taken away. Every
student worker, no matter their
wages, works hard for their money and deserves to keep every last
bit of it.
Though it may seem pointless
to complain about a few bucks’
difference between pay rates,
think about this: two extra dollars
per hour, times 10 hours a week,
is 20 extra dollars.
That’s 40 bucks every pay period. $80 total per month.
It all adds up to a ton of groceries, especially for a student
trying to pay his or her own way
through school.
It is unreasonable that there is
a wage difference at all, especially
considering those who work particularly hard are often left at the
bottom of the financial chain.
It would be better if there was
a flat rate among jobs on campus—one above minimum wage
and reflective of all the work we
do for Xavier.
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BRIEFS Kauffmann leads XU to front of the pack

XU women’s golf
fourth at Lady Pirate
Senior Mary Beth McKenna led
the women’s gold team to a fourthplace finish at the Lady Pirate
Intercollegiate played at Greenville
Country Club in Greenville, North
Carolina. Fifteen teams competed
in the tournament, and Georgia
State won.
McKenna shot a five over 218
(72-74-72) at the par 71 course.
McKenna is expected to be
Xavier’s strongest player this season, but she had been averaging
78.4 shots per round before this
weekend’s tournament.
Xavier also recieved a strong
showing from freshman Breanna
Patz, who shot nine over, which
was good for a tie for 11th place.
Junior Rachel Levi placed third for
the Musketeers, shooting 11 over
and finishing in a tie for 18th.
Sophomore Michelle Winkler
and junior Audrey Fellmeth finshed 4th and 5th for Xavier,
respectively.
The team will finish its fall portion of the season Nov. 1-2 when
they play at the Lampkin Grip
Women’s Invitational in Arroyo,
Calif.

Blue team scores win
in intra squad series

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Junior Tommy Kauffmann led the pack throughout the Mike Hodges Invitational on Oct. 16, winning the race by one
second over Oregon’s Bryce Burgess.
By Doug TIFFT
“I was sort of panicking, hop- sults for the Xavier men.

Sports Editor
Coming into the final few
strides of the four-mile grass
course at the Mike Hodges Cross
Country Invitational, Xavier junior
Tommy Kauffmann was still not
sure whether he had done enough
to defeat competitors from a field
that included defending National
Champion University of Oregon
and No. 15 ranked University of
Washington.
In a photo finish, Kauffmann—
winner of two previous races in
his collegiate career—edged out
Oregon’s Bryce Burgess by one
second with a time of 19:55.

ing that he would not catch me,”
Kauffmann said.
Kauffman’s first place finish
helped the Xavier men’s cross
country team finish third in the
14-team event, their fifth topfive finish of the season. Beyond
Kauffmann, freshman Hank
Greer and sophomore Keith
Albrektson were the top finishers
for the Musketeers, as they battled
to 14th and 15th place finishes,
respectively.
Junior Joe Ryan (50th), freshman Elijah Durian (52nd), junior
Matt Riley (54th ) and junior Tyler
Frey (66th) rounded out the re-

“The biggest asset of our
team this year is our supporting
staff,” head coach Steve Nester
said. “This is the most depth that
we have ever had as a program;
there are a lot of interchangeable
parts.”
As Kauffmann and the men
were leading the pack on the men’s
course, the Xavier women’s cross
country team was similarly competitive on a 5K version of the
Clackamas Community College
course, finishing fourth in a 12team field.
Junior Caitlin Thomas crossed
the line first for the Musketeers in

Musketeer men drop two in A-10 play

By ken burton

Photo courtesy of goxavier.com

Junior Ben Thomas went 2-3 in the
third game.

In the annual blue-white baseball scrimmage, the white team
emerged victorious in the fifth
and deciding game.
In the first game, the blue team
won 7-1. Sophomore Nathan
Mutsch recorded the victory for
the blue team. In the second game
of the series, the white team exploded for 15 runs, with 13 in the
first inning. The white team won
the game 15-5, tying the series at
one.
The blue team took the advantage in the series in game three.
Mutsch again recorded the victory.
Senior Neil Lindgren and junior
Ben Thomas both went 2-3 at the
plate, and the blue team won 3-2.
In the fourth game, the white
team won 8-1. Senior Zac Richard
had a homerun and a double in
the victory for the white team.
In the fifth and final game, the
blue team defeated the white team
6-0. Sophomore Matt Kleifges hit
a homerun in the winning effort.
Doug Tifft, Editor
Phone: 513-745-3607
newswire-sports@xavier.edu

Staff Writer
The Xavier men’s soccer
team dropped a pair of crucial
Atlantic 10 games this weekend to
Duquesne and St. Bonaventure.
Head coach Dave Schureck had
said going into conference play
that this next stretch of games
was vitally important to the team’s
overall success.
In addition, he expressed his
confidence that his team would be
hitting its stride.
“We had some sickness and
some injuries early on, but I think
we’ve recovered from most of
that right now, and we’re just looking toward hitting our peak here
soon,” Schureck said.
That peak will have to come
at a later date, as the Musketeers
were outplayed in both of this
weekend’s games.
On Friday, the road-wary
Musketeers were greeted in
Pittsburgh by light rain and mid30 degree temperatures.
The freezing rain, coupled with
a pair of stout defenses, made for
a difficult offensive game for both
teams.
Frustration set in on both sides,
evidenced by the combined 26
fouls, most of which were registered while jockeying for offensive
positioning.
Duquesne more than doubled
Xavier’s shot attempts (22-10)
and also gained the edge in corner
kicks (6-4).
Despite the offensive discrepancy, the Dukes were unable to
score. In fact, it took two overtime
periods before the Dukes emerged
as the victor.

18:55, earning her a 21st place finish—one second ahead of senior
Bethany Moore in 22nd place.
Freshman Calesse Cardosi was
15 seconds behind Moore, placing
26th in the event.
Rounding out the women’s
side were senior Danielle Meiners
(28th), freshman Kaitlin Price
(37th) and senior Kate Phillips
(53rd)
“There is not much differentiation in the times for our women,
which is a great sign because they
all push each other,” Nester said.
“They have been consistent all
year.”
With the schedule turning to
postseason events, beginning with
the Atlantic 10 Championship on
Oct. 31 in St. Louis, Nester hopes
his team’s consistency can turn in
to an improvement over last year’s
eighth place finish.
“Going into the A-10 we need
to extend those finishes into great
performances—really drop time
and emerge as front-runners,”
Nester said.
For one weekend, however,
the Musketeers had one of their
own as the ultimate front-runner,
an experience they hope to build
upon.
“We gained a lot of valuable
experience running at the front of
the pack in Oregon, so hopefully
we can use that to post top times
at the A-10’s,” Kauffmann said.

Club Sports
Report
Football

Past results:

Beat Southern Illinois University at
Edwardsville 33-12 on
Oct. 17 to improve to
4-1 on the season.

Coming up:

Hosting Wright State
at 1:30 p.m. on Oct. 24
at Roger Bacon High
School.

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Sophomore Brendan Rogers was on the pitch for 102 minutes in a 1-0 loss
to Duquesne on Oct. 16.

Duquesne’s Alex Trujillo registered the game’s only goal in the
first minute of the second overtime, firing a shot past a diving
Andre Bezerra—the freshman
Xavier goalkeeper.
After the heartbreaking loss,
the Musketeers searched for better results up north.
The team departed for Olean,
N.Y., to battle St. Bonaventure,
a middle-of-the-pack A-10 team
that came in 5-5-1 overall and 11-0 in conference play.
While they did not allow as
many shots as they had against
Duquesne, Xavier allowed St.
Bonaventure’s offensive attack to
function efficiently.
The Bonnies scored three
goals—two of which were in
the first half—on just eight total
shots.
Meanwhile, the Musketeers

were unable to manage much on
the offensive end as none of their
seven shots found the back of the
net.
The Bonnies’ Sam Maheu, the
conference’s second-leading scorer, racked up his eighth and ninth
goals of the season, surpassing
Xavier’s total of eight team goals
this year.
With the losses, Xavier drops
to 2-8-1 on the season, including
1-3-0 in the Atlantic 10 portion
of the schedule in which they had
hoped to right the ship.
“The conference is like a second
season,” freshman Luke Spencer
said. “When it’s all said and done,
that’s what it’s all about.”
The Musketeers look to turn
around that second season at
12:30 p.m. on Friday, October 23
in Washington, D.C., against the
George Washington Colonials.

Women’s Field
Hockey
Past results:

Lost to the University
of Kentucky on Oct. 18
to drop to 1-1 on the
season.

Coming up:

Hosting the University
of Dayton at 3 p.m. on
Oct. 24.

Hockey

Past results:

Improved to 5-3 on
the season with after
splitting a weekend
double-header with
Denison University.

Coming up:

Traveling to University of Michigan at Flint
for a doubleheader
Oct. 23-24.
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Volleyball falls to SLU, rebounds with two wins
Despite loss, building blocks established in match against SLU
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By Scott MUeller

throughout most of the set.
The Musketeers had a 2217 advantage, but the Billikens
fought back to hold game point
at 24-23. Xavier did not go down
right away. The two teams battled
into extra points, but SLU eventually came away victorious, 29-27.
The loss was discouraging
but proved the Muskies can play
with the best team in the conference. Xavier will play SLU at least
once more, next time in St. Louis,
and could potentially meet in the
Atlantic 10 tournament.
“This is what you play the
game. for. You play the game for

playing teams like SLU, the ranked
teams and the good teams. That’s
why you play Division I volleyball,
hopefully you get the opportunity to play those matches,” head
coach Floyd Deaton said.
Senior Hillary Otte led the
team with 10 kills. Defensively,
the Musketeers were led by freshman Stephanie Vorherr, who had
10 digs.
The next day, the Musketeers
rebounded by sweeping Duquesne
and improving their record to 129 (5-2 A-10). The Muskies got off
to a fast start against the Dukes,
never trailing in the first set, and

winning 25-16.
In the second set, the Muskies
fell behind early as the Dukes took
an 8-3 lead to open the frame.
However, the Muskies did not go
away quietly, and rallied back to tie
the score at 11. The teams traded
points the rest of the way, until
Xavier was finally able to put the
set away, 26-24.
In the third set, with Xavier
up 10-8, the Dukes went on a 60 run. Alas, the Musketeers were
able to fight right back.
Trailing 19-14, the Musketeers
went on a 8-1 run to take the lead
for good. They closed out the set,

25-22, and the match, 3-0.
Otte once again had 10 kills, and
sophomore Michelle Matia also
posted 10 kills. Vorherr recorded
24 digs for the Musketeers. For
her efforts, Vorherr was named
the A-10 Defensive Player of the
Week, her second such honor this
season.
Last night the Muskies traveled
up to Dayton to take on Wright
State. The Musketeers recorded
their ninth sweep of the season,
knocking off the Raiders, 3-0.
In the first set, Wright State
opened the match with a 5-0 run.
However, the Musketeers responded with a 5-0 run of their
own.
Wright State controlled much
of the set. With the score tied at
20, Xavier finished the set on a 51 run.
Xavier built a nine point lead
in the second set, at 18-9. The
Raiders would fight back, but
Xavier held on to win the second
set, 25-20.
The third set was close the
entire time. Xavier could never
build a big lead, but also never relinquished the lead either. Xavier
closed out the set 25-22, and the
match, 3-0.
Xavier’s next match will be
next Friday, Oct. 23, at George
Washington.
The
following
Sunday, they will travel to North
Carolina to face Charlotte.

said. “They got out to an early
start and that put us on our heels.
We wanted to attack them, but that
entire first half we had to fight to
keep them back.”
Duquesne scored three times
in the first half and it did not seem
like the break would come quick
enough for the Musketeers.
The second half brought out a
different Xavier team.
The team looked to score
more, and sophomore Jessica
Brooks played a major part in the
offense.
“Jessica played really well for
us,” Alexander said. “There were

times when she actually beat the
defense down the field, but just
didn’t pull the trigger fast enough.
This was probably the only game
where she put this many shots up
(three) without scoring a goal.”
Besides the weather, there were
other factors at work against the
women’s team.
The men’s soccer team played a
game before them that went into
overtime.
“I could tell the team was
anxious,” Alexander said. “They
wanted to get out on the field, but
because the men’s game went into
overtime, we were sitting around
in a small, tight locker room.”
The breaks continued to go
against the Musketeers in the coming days, as their Oct. 18 match
with the Bonnies was moved from
Olean, N.Y., to Bradford, Pa., due
to of inclement weather on the St.
Bonaventure campus.
Despite battling to a scoreless
tie for 73 minutes, Xavier senior
goalkeeper Kelly Farrell allowed
two goals in the final 17 minutes
and Xavier returned home with a
2-0 loss.
“We didn’t deserve to lose,”
Alexander said. “I usually don’t
get down about games, but this
one, I feel for all of my players.
This was a heartbreaker.”
The Musketeers were in a position to contend in the final moments in large part because of
their defensive efforts.
“I can’t say enough about our
midfield players,” Alexander said.

“I think this was the second best
game we’ve played.”
The team attacked St.
Bonaventure often, but could
not convert on any of their
advantages.
The first goal of the game was
very disappointing.
“The first goal came off of a
penalty kick,” Alexander said. “We
had saved it, but the ball slipped
off [senior Kelly Farrell’s] chest,
and one of the other players who
was hanging around kicked it in.”
There was also an unfortunate injury to a Musketeer player.
Junior Justine Hartigan was kicked
in the leg and could not return to
the game.
“We were the better team,”
Alexander said. “With the game

being moved to Bradford, we had
an advantage. We were on field
turf, so it wasn’t slick. We also were
more prepared to play, whereas
the other team hasn’t played in a
while because their game was canceled on Friday.”
The weather was a factor in
this game as well.
“It was pretty bad. It was very
cold (40 degrees),” Alexander
said. “You could see some fatigue
in the legs of some of the players,
but for the most part they were
ready to play, and this is the game
that we should have won.”
The team will rest from this
road trip and resume practice on
Tuesday. Their next game will be
against Massachusetts on Friday,
Oct. 23.

Asst. Sports Editor

The Xavier University volleyball team welcomed the No. 20
Saint Louis University Billikens
to Cintas Center last Friday, Oct.
16. The Musketeers were looking
to build on their four game conference winning streak, while the
Billikens were looking to remain
undefeated in conference play.
Although the match ended in a
sweep, the Musketeers were able
to hang with the nationally ranked
team. The first set was highly contested throughout, with 10 ties
and four lead changes.
The Muskies held the lead as
late as 15-14, and were tied as late
as 19. However, with the score
tied at 19, the Billikens flexed
their muscles and finished out the
set on a 6-3 run, taking the first
set 25-22.
The second set was not exactly
the rebound the Muskies were
looking for. After scoring the first
point of the set, the Musketeers
were outscored 11-1 over the
next 12 points. It was a hole the
Muskies could never climb out of,
and the Billikens extended their
lead to 12 and went on to win the
second frame 25-13.
In the third set, the Muskies
once again showed that they could
play with the some of the nation’s
best. The Musketeers took a quick
7-4 lead and continued to lead

Newswire photo by Jessica Thimons

Sophomore Michelle Matia’s kill to win the first set helped Xavier to a 3-0 win over Duquense on Saturday, Oct. 17.

Women’s soccer drops two to A-10 opponents
By Jocelyn Taylor

Staff Writer
In a season seemingly full of
disappointments, the Xavier women’s soccer team fell to 2-13-1 on
the season with a pair of losses to
Duquesne and St. Bonaventure
over the weekend.
The slate began with a 4-0
loss to Duquesne—the Dukes’
first Atlantic 10 victory of the
season—in the cold rain that
has signified the season for the
Musketeers.
“We certainly didn’t play the
type of soccer that we are capable
of,” head coach Alvin Alexander

Newswire photo by Danielle Meiners

Senior midfielder Brittany Green moves the ball up the field.
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Taking Back Sunday takes the
stage of Cintas this Thursday
BY Lauren Kaminsky

XN: : Tell me a little bit about what
life on the road is like.

Staff Writer

This Thursday evening, Taking
Back Sunday will be taking the
stage in Cintas Center, kicking off
their latest tour featuring music
from their recently released album
“New Again.” The band’s bassist, Matt Rubano, took the time to
tell us a little bit about the tour,
the band and the party-like atmosphere they hope to bring to campus on Thursday.
Xavier Newswire: Thanks for taking the time to talk to us. What can
students expect from the show?
Matt Rubano: We’ve always
prided ourselves on having a really eccentric, chaotic live show
and we’ve also really gone out of
our way to kind of make it seem
as if there’s not very much of a
separation between what’s going
on onstage and what’s going on in
the audience. We’re trying to make
it just a big party.
If someone’s coming to the
show that’s never seen Taking
Back Sunday before, particularly
the first night of the tour, I would
say to prepare for something pretty special. We will have been off
for a couple of weeks at that point
and we’ll be really jumpy to play
together again.
One thing that most people
who have seen the band this year
have responded to is that they
can just see that we’re having a
really good time, and I’ve always
thought that the best music is
made by people playing together
who you can see have deep relationships. You know, we’ve been
friends and bandmates for years
now and we’ve shared our lives
with one another and I think offstage is when we’re at our best and
people can see that.
XN: Xavier is the first stop on your
new tour. How’s this tour different from
what you’ve done in the past?

Taking Back Sunday’s latest tour is kicking off at Xavier this Thursday night.

M.R.: Now that we have four
albums to choose from, and there’s
so much music to select from
when making a set, we’re going
to try to keep it pretty refreshing
from night to night and change it
up as often as we can. It’s the kind
of thing where people are getting a taste of all the things they
haven’t heard a whole lot on the
tour. What we usually do for tours
is we have a set list that works and
then we just work off the same
thing night after night. These days
we’ve been trying to change it up
a little bit and make things a little
bit more diverse.

Arts & Entertainment Editor

“Children of Eden” by John
Caird and Stephen Schwartz is
set to hit the Gallagher Student
Center’s main stage this weekend.
Though the musical deals with
stories that are familiar to most
Christians, “Children of Eden”
takes some liberties when telling
these stories from the book of
Genesis.
The first act of the show tells
the story of the garden of Eden
and the second act tells the story of
Noah’s ark. Though these acts are
seemingly disjointed, the musical’s
message is one that transcends the
particular family relationships in
these stories and extends to apply

XN: : So, where does the name
Taking Back Sunday come from?

connotation or not, and it is not.
It’s more of a poetic statement;
they liked the way it sounded as a
name for the band.
XN: Who are some of your greatest
musical influences?
M.R.: Between the five of us
we’re kind of like a giant venn diagram - all these giant circles that
are all overlapping in one common area. So we have a lot of
influences that are similar, but we
also each have a kind of specialized area that kind of helps our
contribution to the band.
Lead singer Adam Lazzara is
more into independent singer
songwriters and things like that.
Guitarist Reyes is certainly an
old hard-core punk rock expert.
Drummer Mark O’Connel loves
anything from the Beatles to
Metallica. Guitarist Matthew Fazzi
and I are really into a lot of instrumental music like everything from
Miles Davis to Queens of the
Stone Age, so we really all come
together to contribute to what
ends up being our band’s sound.

M.R.: We have a fantastic
singer, songwriter, composer and
musician named Gavin Castleton
whose become a friend of ours
from touring with us. He’s a guy
that we are kind of introducing
the world to. He’s the kind of
person who, when we all sort of
discovered his music, we imme-

M.R.: That is the topic of
much dispute. There are many
stories. The one that seems to
be the most realistic is that the
phrase Taking Back Sunday was
mentioned in a song by The
Waiting Process, who was a band
from Long Island years ago before Taking Back Sunday formed.
Ed Reyes, the founder of TBS
was a big fan of them and when
they broke up he contacted them
and asked if he could borrow that
phrase and name a band after it.
It’s just kind of a poetic license
kind of thing.
I just got off another interview a moment ago where the
question was if it was a religious

to all human relationships.
Unique things you will see in
this performance include “Lion
King”-like animal costumes,
young actors from the Cincinnati
Conservatory of Music’s preparatory program, and performers whose presence will not only
grace the stage but also the audience to create a more dynamic
atsmophere.
Performances of “Children
of Eden” are Thursday, Oct. 22
through Sunday, Oct. 25 at 7:30
p.m. There will also be a matinee
performance show on Saturday,
Oct. 24 at 1 p.m. Tickets cost
$15 for adults and $7 for students,
staff, and seniors. Tickets for
students, seniors and staff can be
purchased in advance for $5.

Noah’s family fights when they discover a stowaway on the ark.

XN: Can you tell us a little bit
about the other artists who’ll be touring
with you?

Genesis gets
reborn through
‘Children of Eden’
BY catherine Stahl

diately thought of taking him on
tour with us. He’s kind of like a
young Brian Wilson from the
Beach Boys; he’s a very talented
composer and his music is really
eccentric so we’re excited to be
able to share him with the world
a little bit.

Photo courtesy of phoenixnewtimes.com

M.R.: Life on the road is crazy
because we’re usually pretty busy.
We’re either visiting radio stations
or doing acoustic performances
during the day so we have a lot going on at any given moment.
Really, over the years and years
of touring, we’ve learned to depend on each other and to keep
each other’s sanity because with
being tired, trying not to get sick,
and having a good time it really is
a balance of things. It is 100 percent the best in the world but its
also really tough. It’s really taxing
sometimes. When people consider the life of a touring rock band
they think it’s all parties and champagne and stuff, and that is not
the case. There are great moments
and there are really cool perks to
it, but for the most part you’re in
a constant state of exhaustion.
Really though, our passion for
music gets us through it all and it
really is the best job ever so I am
in no way complaining.
XN: What was the inspiration behind “New Again”? What differences
will fans see in this new work compared
to your old music?
M.R.: We’re always interested in
trying to take steps forward with
our music – that’s the most important thing for us. So, this album,
with the addition of Fazzi we’ve
gotten a lot of new musical contribution to the band. It gave us a
chance to try a lot of new things
in a very confident way. He’s a
very open minded and free-thinking kind of musician so it was really enjoyable. This record has a
lot of songwriting landmarks on
it. I think there are some songs on
it that represent some of our best
work. We’re not going to be playing the same kind of music for
our entire career. We’re going to
grow and develop into something
different.

Newswire Photo by Shane Hughes
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‘Art at the X’ celebrates women

BY catherine Stahl
Arts & Entertainment Editor

In honor of 40 years of women at Xavier , the art department’s
current gallery show is themed
“Celebrating Women.”
This show, “Art at the X,” is a

national all-media juried exhibition that is on display in the Xavier
University Art Gallery in the A.B.
Cohen Center.
“This is the third year for ‘Art
at the X’ and we began the effort
to attract a wider variety of art
and artists [to Xavier],” Director
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(week of Oct. 20)

Zapp Band

The show will kickoff at
10 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 23 at
Bogart’s (2621 Vine Street).
Tickets are $30.

The Raveonettes
with The Black Angels

It’s going down at 9:30 p.m.
on Saturday, Oct. 24 at Southgate
House (24 E 3rd Street). Tickets
are $15 in advance and $18 on
the day of the show.

Say Anything

Newswire Photo by Danielle Meiners

The show includes 56 pieces selected by a guest judge.

Photo courtesy of Xavier’s Art department

Stephanie Rond’s “War on Beauty # 1” recieved place first in the art show.

for the University Art Gallery
Katherine Uetz, said.
The show includes 56 pieces
that were selected by the show’s
judge, Jessica Flores of contemporary art at the Cincinnati Art
Museum.
There were 356 pieces of
artwork submitted by 128 artists
from 31 states and Canada for
the show. Artists were allowed to
submit up to three entries each.
The artwork in the show spans
many different mediums and includes paintings, prints, drawings, photographs, sculpture and
more. One piece in the show is
even made out of cotton pads and
make-up.
Six awards of excellence and

one first-place winner were awarded in the show.
The first place winner,
Stephanie Rond of Columbus,
Ohio, will recieve a solo exhibit
in the Cohen Center’s art gallery
next year as her prize.
Rond’s works “War on Beauty
#1” and “Defacing Beauty # 4,”
were made using acrylic, marker
and spray paints on canvas. These
pieces, along with other works in
the show, are for sale. A red dot
on the name card indicates pieces
that have already been purchased.
The “Art at the X” show will
run through Saturday, Nov. 7 and
is open in the Cohen Center from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Borderlands breaks the plain

BY Des Dale

Asst. Arts & Entertainment Editor

Do you have a love for blowing
things up in a virtual world while
chatting with friends about how
cool it felt? If so, the online roleplaying first-person shooter game
Borderlands is for you.
MTV’s headline for their review of the game reads, “Guns,
guns, everywhere, and not a drop
to drink.”
Borderlands hit stores on
Tuesday, Oct. 19, for Xbox 360,
PS3 and PC brandishing a mature
rating.
The game features an online
mode consisting of a four player
drop-in/drop-out battle mode
with a two player local co-op splitscreen mode (meaning you and
your roommate can jump into an
online battle together).
Additonally, Borderlands contains several different character
classes to choose from with a variety of skills that can be aquired, an
expansive loot system consisting
of millions of different randomly
generated weapons, thousands of
assorted character mods that boost
stats, and a single player mode for
the more reclusive gamers.
New-U stations, which can be
accessed within the game, allow
players to customize their characters, enabling the altering of colors in their outfits, name changing
or the realigning of skill sets. The
New-U stations can accessed at
any point in the game.

Photo courtesy of kemedia.com

Borderlands for Xbox 360, PS3 and PC recently hit stores.

There is a mix of character
classes to chose from that provide
alternative ways to play the game.
For example, Lilith the Siren has
the ability to increase her allies’
rate of fire, whereas Mordecai the
Hunter has the ability to befriend
an alien named Bloodwing that
will assist him in battle.

For better or worse, there is no
secure trade system in the game,
meaning that players looking to
trade weapons will need to drop
items on the ground and trust that
the other player does the same.
Any progress you and a friend
make online is saved for when you
want to play by yourselves. And

whether you want to play solely
online against friends or strangers, Borderlands makes doing so
virtually painless.
If a player is feeling particularly lawless or a teammate starts
to get on his nerves, he can challenge him to a duel by initiating a
one-on-one player-versus-player
mode through a single melee hit.
When entering a duel, players are surrounded by a dome
stopping them from exiting.
Moreover, there are multiplayer
deathmatch options available in
Arenas. Arenas can be located
near the major settlements, and
will offer many types of competitive play.
Currently, the level cap is set at
50, but reaching that number will
require players to play through
the game twice, restarting in a
challenging bonus mode.
Borderlands is set to be a blast
for mayhem-enthusiasts and pyros alike having received favorable impressions from several
prominent game publications.
1up sums up the game in one sentence, “It’s (Borderlands) basically
Mario Party for FPS (first-person
shooter) fans.”
“Gearbox’s (the developer)
Borderlands is without a doubt
a slick satisfying hybrid title for
those who know what to expect,”
said IGN. Check out the game
official’s site at borderlandsthegame.com, or the official thread
on neogaf.com to get the latest
news on the game.

The concert will start at 7
p.m. on Monday, Oct. 26 at The
MadHatter (620 Scott Street).
Tickets are $16 and $18 on the
day of the show.

The Misfits

The concert will begin at
8 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 27 at
Southgate House (24 E. 3rd
Street). Tickets are $20 in advance and $25 on the day of the
show.

New Releases

(as of Oct. 21)

Atlas Sound
Logos
(Kranky)

Flight of the Conchords
I Told You I Was Freaky
(Sub Pop)

Kings of Convenience

Declaration of Dependence
(Astralwerks)

BRIEFS

Xavier Music Series
presents Terrence
Wilson

At 2:30 p.m. on Sunday, Oct.
25, Terrence Wilson will put on a
concert in the Gallagher Student
Center Theater. The event is presented by the Xavier Music Series.
For more information, contact
Helen Huber by phone: 513-7453161; or by email: huber@xavier.
edu.

Choral Evensong

At 8 p.m. on Friday, Oct. 23,
a night of music and prayer will
be held in Bellarmine Chapel.
Xavier voice ensembles Schola
and Harmonia Sacra will lead the
singing.

Cornhole Tournament
and Cook Out

Think you sling a mean sack?
Prove it by entering the cornhole
tournament presented by the
Student Activities Council from
5 p.m. – 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Oct.
27. The tournament along with
a cookout will be held on the
greenspace. The winning team
will receive a custom Xavier cornhole set.
Catherine Stahl,
Arts and Entertainment Editor
newswire-diversions@xavier.edu
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1. Bright Coats
Bold and brightly colored coats
are the way to make a statement
this winter. Pair this piece with
neutral colors for the best effect.
2. Mary Janes (with a
twist)
The classic look of the Mary
Jane shoe is back, now with several twists on the familiar theme.
Look for more buckles, different
textures and details, and heeled
and pointed-toe styles. Pair them
with dark tights for a stylish winter look.

11. Dark Sparkle
Dark-colored shimmering and sequined tops, vests, sweaters and
dresses are on the rise. Pair sparkling items with blacks and other
dark colors for a monotone, textured look.

7. Above-the-knee/
Thigh-high Boots
The trend for boots this year is
high and then higher, so bust out
your skirts and show off your legs.
Keep the materials to leathers and
suedes—high gloss boots might
have people asking how much you
charge.
8. Kindle
Love to read? Amazon’s Kindle
gives you books, newspapers and
blogs that can be sampled, purchased and read from anywhere.
With free wireless access and a
built-in dictionary (and Wikipedia
access, for that matter), Kindle has
you covered for those lazy days of
winter break
9. Fur Accents
A splash of fur (or less expensive
and more eco-friendly faux-fur)
can take a boring outfit from drab
to fab. Fur vests, fur scarves and
fur-lined accessories can ramp up
any winter outfit. Wear one item
at a time to avoid a cave woman
look.
10. Fair Isle Sweaters
These ski-pattern sweaters look
great on both men and women.
Subtle and muted collars are in for
men, while women’s styles often
include turtlenecks. Avoid baggy
fits to keep from turning the knits
frumpy.

15. Scarves
A great scarf can make any man
or woman’s outfit. Men’s styles
often include plaid or solid styles,
while women’s scarves can range
from heavy knits to light and flirty
accent scarves.

20.

4.

15.

20. Leather
Leather is in this year for both men
and women. Jackets range from
classic to rock glam, and leather
pants and leggings help to slim the
silhouette. Look for leather bags,
shoes and accessories as well.

19.

18.

1.

21.

2.
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23.
27.

5.

7.

16.

8.

24.
25.
9.

26.
10.
22.
12. Charm Jewelry
Serving more than just sentimental value, charm jewelry can be a
standout piece when paired with
a neutral outfit. Pandora charm
bracelets are especially great
for stacking to make a colorful
statement.

14. Chunky Knits
Chunky knits are all about texture,
texture, texture. Because they can
turn skinny girls into blimps, pair
these volumizing knits with tightfitting tops and skinny jeans.

21. Double-Breasted
Suits and Blazers
The classic, double-breasted blazer is in for men. Look for jackets
that are broad in the shoulders
and slim toward the waist. Dress it
up for a special occasion, or wear
it casually with jeans.
22. Mini-notebooks
The mini-notebook computer, or
“netbook,” has recently found its
audience, prompted by the success
of the Eee PC. If you’re looking
for an inexpensive and mobile
outlet for web browsing and word
processing, pick up one of these
PCs-to-go.
23. Fur-Lined Trappers
Though some might think the
trapper hat went out of style with
Elmer Fudd, the look is back in
fashion. This cozy style is great
for both men and women—ladies, keep your outfits feminine
and sleek to avoid the lumberjack
look.
24. Military Chic
When we say “military chic,” we
aren’t talking camouflage print.
Napoleonic-style jackets and admiral coats in navy, black, grey and
even red seem to borrow a page
out of Michael Jackson’s book.
Both men’s and women’s styles
are popular.

14.
12.

17. Fatigue Jackets
Following the larger military trend,
the fatigue jacket is back in style
for those craving an edgier look.
Stay away from those with studs
or sweater knits and stick with
solid, dark shades.

19. The Henley
For a classic style that’s comfortable, look no further than the
Henley sweater. Though it is far
from a new trend, this simple cut
goes great with a pair of jeans for
a casual fall look.

17.

11.
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18. Classic Work Boots
For a bit of classic, rough-andtumble Americana, sneak your feet
into a pair of work boots such as
Red Wings, Doc Martins or even
Timberlands. Tuck in your jeans
for a heavy-footed, manly look.

13.

4. Geek Chic Glasses
Looking hot and brainy is never a
bad thing. Both guys and gals can
rock thick-rimmed, nerd-friendly
glasses as an accessory to any
look.

6. Cardigans
Cardigans are worn by more than
just your grade school teachers.
Both men and women can use a
cardigan make a favorite summer
garment winter-ready with style.
Look for longer, draped cardigans
in women’s styles.

13. Studded Shoes and
Bags
For a rocker-chic look this fall,
pick up some studded accessories.
If you’re not into the punk look,
have no fear: well-chosen items
can still weave subtle sophistication into an outfit.

3.

3. Smartphones
This tech accessory is a no-brainer. Organize, e-mail, game and
chat, all while making a fashion
statement. While the iPhone is
perhaps the most widely recognized smartphone, others such at
the HTC Touch, Blackberry and
Palm Pre are just as trendy.

5. Plaid
If you thought plaid was just for
Catholic school girls, think again.
Both men’s and women’s styles are
bringing back the checkered shirts
and jackets this fall. Plaid can be
worn with knits for a comfortable
country look, or coupled with
skinny jeans or leggings for a bit
more punk and pizzazz.

Feature

16. Jean Leggings
For all those times that skinny
jeans are just not skinny enough,
there are now skin-tight, leggingstyle jeans. Available in both denim
and faux-denim, jean leggings go
great with tunic tops and boots.

25. One-Shoulder
Dresses
This year has seen the return of
the dramatic one-shoulder dress.
Asymmetrical necklines make for
a sassy, bold statement. As for accessorizing, let the cut do the talking and stick with chunky bracelets and earrings.
26. Platform Shoes
This trend started in spring 2009,
and it’s still going strong. Pair a
chunky pair of platforms with
opaque tights or skinny jeans for
a bold look this season.
27. Ruffled Bags
Ruffles on handbags is one of the
hottest designer trends of 2009.
Grab one to add texture to a sleek
outfit.

